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to sixteen inches in length; secondly, with hair of a reddish brown

colour, about four inches long; and thirdly, with, wool of the same

colour as the hair, about an inch in length. Of the fur, upwards of

thirty pounds' weight were gathered from the wet sand-bank. The

individual was nine feet high and sixteen feet long, without reckoning
the large curved tusks: a size rarely surpassed by the largest living
male elephants.*

It is evident, then, that the mammoth, instead of being naked, like

the living Indian and African elephants, was enveloped in a thick

safry covering of fur, probably as impenetrable to rain and cold asha.).
that of the musk ox. t The species may have been fitted by nature

to withstand the vicissitudes of a northern climate; and it is certain

that, from the moment when the carcasses, both of the rhinoceros and

elephant, above described, were buried in Siberia, in latitudes 64°

and 700 N., the soil must have remained frozen, and the atmosphere

nearly as cold as at this day.
The most recent discoveries made in 1843 by Mr. Middendorf, a

distinguished Russian naturalist, and which he communicated to

me in September 1846, afford more precise information as to the

climate of the Siberian lowlands, at the period when the extinct

quadrupeds were entombed. One elephant was found on the Tas,

between the Obi and Yenesei, near the arctic circle, about lat. 66° 30'

N., with some parts of the flesh in so perfect a state that the bulb of

the eye is now preserved in the Museum at Moscow. Another car

cass, together with a young individual of the same species, was met
with in the same year, 1843, in hit. 75° 15' N., near the river Tairnyr,
with the flesh decayed. It was imbedded in strata of clay and sand,
with erratic blocks, at about 15 feet above the level of the sea. In the
same deposit Mr. Middendorf observed the trunk of a larch tree (Pinus
larix), the same wood as that now carried down in abundance by the

Taiinyr, to the Arctic Sea. There were also associated fossil shells of

* Journal du Nord, St. Petersburg,
:1807.
t Fleming, Ed. New Phil. Journ., No.

xii., p. 285.
Bishop Heber informs us (Narr. of a

Journey through the Upper Provinces of
India, vol. ii. p. 166-219.), that in the
lower range of the Himalaya mountains,
in the north-eastern borders of the Delhi
territory, between lat. 29° and 30°, he
saw an Indian elephant of a small size,
covered with shaggy hair. But this
variety must be exceedingly rare; for
Mr. Boyle (late superintendent of the
East India Company's Botanic Garden
at Saharunpore) has assured me, that
being in India when Heber's Journal
appeared, and having never seen or heard
of such elephants, he made the strictest
inquiries respecting the fact, and was
never able to obtain any evidence in
corroboration. Mr. Boyle resided at




Saharunpore, hat. 30° N., upon the ex
treme northern limit of the range of the
elephant. Mr. Everest also declares that
he has been equally unsuccessful in find
ing any one aware of the existence of
such a variety or breed of the animal,
though one solitary, individual was men
tioned to him as having been seen at
Delhi, with a good deal of long hair upon
it. The greatest elevation, says Mr. E.,
at .which the wild elephant is found in
the mountains to the north of Bengal, is
at a place called Nahun, about 4000 feet
above the level of the sea, and in the 31st
degree of N. lat., where the mean yearly
temperature may be about 64° Fahren
heit, and the difference between winter
and summer very great, equal to about
360 F., the month of January averaging
45°, and June, the hottest month, 81° F.
(Everest on climate of Foss. Eleph.,
Journ. of Asiat. Soc., No. 25. p. 21.)
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